Monday 21 December 2015

Don’t fall for the doomsayers!
My friends in the media are not exactly an optimistic bunch. After all, bad news does sell! However, a
number of seemingly smart commentators are also joining the pessimistic camp of market predictions.
Today I outline a number of positive things for the market from other respectable forecasters– so let’s
keep our long-term focus – and optimism!
Also in today’s Switzer Super Report, Paul Rickard looks at Exchange Traded Funds and Listed
Investment Companies, and for those that invest this way, nominates the best managed fund. Roger
Montgomery casts his eye over the property market and despite some of the high yields on offer, says
that investors should be a little wary.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Beware of outrageous call merchants when it
comes to stocks!
by Peter Switzer
One of the greatest characteristics of the media
worldwide is that it has a pretty ordinary sense of
history. And many big media directors — particularly in
news — surprisingly don’t have a great memory!
While this is something I know after working in the
media now for over 30 years, it never ceases to
amaze me when I see experts, such as Niall
Ferguson, still getting columns in newspapers such
as London’s The Sunday Times. Not that he is an
intellectual dud being the Laurence A. Tisch professor
of history at Harvard and a senior fellow of the
Hoover Institution at Stanford.
He is smart and when the GFC hit he was
everywhere, on the ABC with a scary documentary, at
conferences where he would have been paid
thousands to tell us a whole pile of crap that would
have cost anyone who listened to him and failed to
invest in the stock market in 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012,
2013, etc.
Sure, the last two years have been ordinary, but
given where term deposits rates have been, the
dividends and the small capital gain over the last two
years has meant the doomsday merchants, who were
predicting everything from the Great Depression Mk
II, to rampant inflation from QE to economic
Armageddon, have been wrong.
Since March 2009, our local stock market has
delivered capital gain of 65% and with dividends for
seven years. You might be up 100% since the 50%
stock market fall associated with the GFC. Of course,
it depends on how good or bad your portfolio of
stocks is.
As I sit in Paris, intent at looking at some “outrageous
predictions” for next year from the chief economist at
Saxo Bank, Steen Jakobsen, I was distracted by The
Times piece by Prof. Ferguson entitled “The Fed
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awakens but Jedi Janet has no idea whether the dark
side is defeated.”
Like all experts, they like to think they know better
than the people they bag — hey, I might be accused of
doing the same thing! — but in this case, I’m taking
sides with an economist in Janet Yellen against a
historian in Niall Ferguson. Why? Well, I think what
the Fed did with interest rates was an economic thing.
And, given where the likes of Ferguson was
predicting economies were heading seven years ago
and what actually has happened (largely due to the
kinds of monetary policies that the Fed and our RBA
have introduced to avoid a Great Depression), he
really should shut up.
Sure, there might have been a better way but no one
knows what it was. And it did bring a 200% rebound
of the US stock market and unemployment is heading
down. And those, like me, who backed what the Fed
did have seen their followers do pretty well out of
being a believer that stayed long stocks.
I have always felt for those who lost 50% of their
portfolio’s value in 2008 and then went to term
deposits after listening to these negative
scaremongers and missed the early bounce of the
stock market!
I’m not happy with this year’s effort for stock
markets but these tough years can happen in a bull
market and I’m betting 2016 turns out to be better
than 2015.
The Saxo Bank chief economist puts out these
outrageous forecasts each year and many of them
are pure rubbish. Last year, he predicted the ECB’s
(European Central Bank) Mario Draghi would resign
but Steen is not an economic nincompoop. He’s an
economist, not a historian like Niall, and I do like
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some of his calls for next year, which should help our
stock market, if he’s right!
Here are the ones I like that are supported by other
respectable forecasters:
The race to the bottom has gone full circle,
meaning we’re back to a weaker US dollar
again as the direct outcome of US interest
rates policy and Steen thinks the euro rises.
This weaker greenback will help raise
commodity prices, which will help our big
miners and our S&P/ASX 200 index. This
weaker US dollar in 2016 view is supported by
Morgan’s chief economist, Michael Knox
and other serious greenback watchers and I
hope they’re right!;
OPEC turmoil takes the oil price back up to
$US100 a barrel, which you’d think would be
bad for the world economy. However, given
the negative effects of the lower oil price,
anyone wishing for higher stock prices has to
want higher oil prices; and
The rouble goes 20% higher (which I couldn’t
generally give a toss about, but it would be on
the back of a higher oil price, so I will root for
that!)

theorists and, generally, are better ignored.
Let’s keep our fingers crossed for 2016. I assure you
I have skin in the game and I’ll be adding more as
the year goes along.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

The other seven outrageous calls from Steen are
either silly or of limited consequence for stock prices,
so I’ll ignore them!
Let’s be frank, we started 2014 at 5352.2 and we
then started 2015 at 5411. So, as we started today at
5106, we’ve had two ordinary years. We could add a
couple of hundred points over the next week but it
would only be a bit of nice window dressing.
The news hasn’t been great for stocks but we nearly
hit 6,000 earlier this year. If we can get some better
economic data, followed by better earnings data, we
just might see a better year for stocks.
The US presidential year is historically good for
stocks and despite the ordinary work by prophets of
doom, I’ve found that the ‘muddle through’ thesis
has a better record than experts like Niall Ferguson
and media commentators.
These people have little skin in the game and are
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The best managed investment company
by Paul Rickard
A frequent question from subscribers is “which is
better, an ETF or a LIC” and then followed up by,
“which one”? If I have lost you already with the
acronyms, I am talking about Exchange Traded
Funds (ETFs) and Listed Investment Companies
(LICs).
While many investors prefer to construct their own
portfolio of direct shares, others can see the
advantages of using a managed investment –
particularly if they don’t have a lot of time to follow
the market. Some investors use managers to
complement a portfolio of direct shares – while others
go the opposite way and run a core portfolio with a
manager and then invest in individual shares as the
satellite component.

reduce the index tracking error.
With their low management fees, they should provide
a return that closely matches the return of the index.
Nothing more, nothing less.
The major market cap ETFs are set out below. They
all track broad based indices, with both IOZ and STW
now tracking the S&P/ASX 200 (IOZ from 1
December), while VAS tracks the broader S&P/ASX
300. Fees are very competitive.
Performances to 30 November 2015 (after fees) are
shown below, as is the benchmark S&P/ASX 200
accumulation index.
Major Exchange Traded Funds

Two of the easiest ways to gain exposure to the
market are through broad based LICs or index
tracking ETFs. Listed and traded on the ASX, both
are managed investments.
There are different types of ETFs – some that track
the broad market, some sector based, and others that
follow a part of the market like small caps. Similarly
with LICs, where there is an even greater variety. So
that we can make meaningful comparisons, we are
only going to consider broad based LICs and market
cap ETFs in regard to the first question – “an ETF or
a LIC?”
Exchange Traded Funds
ETFs are designed to track an index. They are on
“autopilot” – the manager invests and maintains the
investment in accordance with the index. If the index
weight for Commonwealth Bank is 10.33%, very close
to 10.33% of the ETF will be invested in
Commonwealth Bank shares. The Manager doesn’t
try to beat the market – all he/she does is to try to
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Click here for a larger image
Returns to 30/11/2015. Source: Respective Managers
The major advantages of an ETF over a LIC are
improved transparency and market pricing. ETFs
update their NTA every working day, sometimes
intraday (IOZ and VAS), and due to their fungibility
(interchangeability) and appointment of market
makers, you will buy or sell an ETF within
0.10%/0.20% of the NTA of the fund. The premium or
discount should always be small. Unlike LICs, they
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don’t offer share purchase plans.
The Major LICs
There are 3 major broad market LICs – AFIC or
Australian Foundation Investment Company, Argo
Investments and Milton Corporation. They are big,
professionally managed and very credible investment
companies. Milton Corporation, for example, was
listed on the ASX in 1958 and has paid a dividend to
its shareholders every year since.
LICs are actively managed. That said, these broad
market LICs essentially invest in the major blue chip
companies, placing considerable emphasis on
companies that have reliable earnings, pay fully
franked dividends and have an ability to grow these
dividends. An investment précis is set out below.
As the table demonstrates, the funds have in the
main marginally outperformed the S&P/ASX 200
accumulation index over longer time periods. While
each fund uses a different benchmark, comparison to
the same index over identical periods (in this case,
the year ending 30 November) makes it easier to
make an informed judgement. They have had mixed
performances over shorter periods, with AFIC
underperforming and Milton outperforming. Over 10
years, however, AFIC leads Milton, with Argo in third
place.
Major Listed Investment Companies

An advantage of LICs compared to ETFs is that they
usually offer share purchase plans, which may allow
shareholders to subscribe for new shares at a
marginal discount to their underlying value or NTA
(Net Tangible Asset value).
A major disadvantage is that as close ended funds
where new investors become investors by buying
shares from other investors on the ASX, the LIC can
at times trade at a significant premium or discount to
its NTA.
LIC or ETF?
The tables demonstrate that despite their different
investment styles, objectives and benchmarks, the
broad market LICs can be expected to deliver an
index style return plus or minus a fraction, and the
ETFs an index return less a fraction. While this is not
a “given”, the outcome is not that surprising given
the concentrated nature of the domestic share market
and the relatively conservative investment style
adopted by the LICs.
So, the answer to the question – LIC or ETF – comes
down to the premium or discount that the LIC is
trading at.
The graph below shows Argo’s share price
compared to the underlying NTA. At times, it has
traded at a discount of up to 15% (typically in bear
markets), and at other times, a premium as high as
17% (typically in bull markets). More recently, this
range has narrowed to 10% either way.
Argo’s Share Price to NTA – Relative
Premium/Discount

Click here for a larger image
Returns to 31/3/2015. Source: Respective Managers
Source: Argo
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Over the last 12 months, most of the LICs have been
trading at premiums. At 30 November, Argo was
trading at a 6.7% premium, while Milton was trading
at a premium of only 1.1%.
Current Discount/Premium (as at 31 March 2015)

Which one?
My ranking of the ETFs (based on management fees
and index tracked) is:
1. VAS (Vanguard)
2. STW (SPDR)
3. IOZ (iShares)
There is very little in this assessment – any of these
ETFs could be selected. It is heavily influenced by
fee, and a longer term view that smaller companies
will in time do better and hence a preference to opt
for a broader index (the S&P/ASX 300 rather than the
S&P/ASX 200).

Using an assumption that the LIC will outperform the
ETF by around 0.40% pa (or say 2% flat over a 5
year period), then the question can be answered as
follows:
If the LIC is trading at a discount or a small premium
(say < 2 or 3%), then invest in the LIC %; otherwise,
invest in the ETF.
While there is arguably a little more variability in the
return from the LIC than the ETF (because the former
is actively managed), the flip side is that its return
may indeed be better than 0.40% pa. There is also
some manager risk – so you may want to spread any
investment across 2 LICs.
Calculating the premium or discount
LICs are required to publish their NTA each month
(ASX announcement, plus on their website), which is
generally available by the 5th working day of the
following month.

With the LICs, Milton Corporation has the best short
term performance, and is second in the 5 year and 10
year measures. Perhaps more importantly, is 3%
“cheaper” than AFIC and 5% “cheaper” than Argo.
AFIC marginally gets the nod over Argo for second
spot. Accordingly, my ranking for the LICs is:
1. MLT (Milton Corporation)
2. AFI (Australian Foundation Investments)
3. ARG (Argo)
Overall? While I would be comfortable with investing
in Milton provided the premium was less than 3%, the
others look too expensive and the risk/reward says to
invest in the ETFs.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

At other times, you can quite accurately estimate the
NTAs for the broad market LICs. Take the last
published NTA, and adjust it up or down by the
percentage movement in the S&P/ASX 200 since the
calculation date (ie end of month). To calculate the
premium or discount, compare the estimated NTA
with the current market price on the ASX.
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Cash is not so bad
by Roger Montgomery
If you are of a certain vintage, you may have enjoyed
watching the antics of Wylie.E.Coyote and his
attempts to catch and eat Road Runner. In almost
every episode there was a moment, commonly
referred to the W.E Coyote moment, where the
disingenuous coyote found himself momentarily
suspended in thin air, invariably above a canyon, held
up only by an initial failure to realize there was
nothing underneath him.
Yield hungry, bank share investors found themselves
in just such a situation earlier this year. With term
deposits yielding little and forced to move up the risk
spectrum, investors purchased bank shares pushing
them up while failing to realize that rising share prices
need to be supported by earnings growth in order to
be sustained. Without commensurate earnings
growth, shares chased for yield would give up gains
supported by nothing but thin air.
Banks need to retain profits in order to build capital
against which they might lend. High dividend payout
ratios must come at the expense of retained profits
and when combined with the higher capital
requirements and mortgage risk weighting ratios
recommended by the Financial System Inquiry and
imposed by APRA, growth for bank earnings was
always going to be a little harder to come by in the
future than in the past.
But while banks are part of, and related to, today’s
discussion, they aren’t the primary objective.
Banks have extended significant credit to buyers of
residential real estate in Australia such that housing
lending now accounts for around 40% of banking
industry assets and the proportion of total bank loans
concentrated in mortgages is 60%. This is double the
aggregate value for US banks and triple that of UK
banks.
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To be fair, it is possible that the worst of a real estate
bubble may have been avoided through APRA’s
restriction of investor loan books to 10% per annum,
a rise in mortgage rates and requirements for more
substantial deposits. But mitigating the worst of the
excesses does not mean excesses don’t remain.
Lending for residential real estate investment has
exploded higher in recent years. According to the
ABS (Australia Bureau of Statistics), investor lending
in 2015 grew by double digits over the previous year,
surpassing $13 billion, to a record high.
Now, don’t get me wrong, I do not think that any
bursting of the property market will cause the
economy to crash or that it will threaten the banking
system. Nevertheless, a real estate correction, if it
transpires, will see bank shares de-rated. In turn, that
might provide an opportunity to establish positions to
produce excellent long term returns.
SO, the question is whether the real estate market
could be in any trouble. Anecdotal evidence and
experience suggests the experience of 2015 is not
sustainable. When full-page ads for apartment
developments number 36 in the weekend real estate
lift-out, one needs to pause and reflect. When 80,000
apartments are under construction – and a high
concentration being completed mid 2016 – and
another 117,000 in the pipeline, at the same time that
population growth is slowing (and going backwards in
Perth along with already high vacancy rates),
investors need to be careful about how and when
they deploy any low yielding cash.
The last time I saw excess supply over already rising
vacancy rates and falling rents was in 2010’s
Chinese commercial property market. Fast-forward to
2015 and that market has fallen 50% in just the last
twelve months.
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I am not suggesting falls of that magnitude are likely
but irrespective of whether you are a share market or
property market investor you need to be mindful of
the risks.
Cash seems like a terrible investment right now and I
can understand the pain it must cause those who rely
on investment returns for their living expenses or to
supplement their social security. But a low positive
return might not look so bad when compared to the
negative returns that might ensue if the apartment
market corrects.
And one final thought; if an apartment correction
transpires, it is virtually impossible to imagine it could
be contained to one dwelling type. For a significant
proportion of home formers, they are indifferent to
three bedroom houses or three bedroom apartments.
If apartments are available at 10 or 15% lower than
hitherto prices, there will be less demand for the
equivalent houses that have not fallen. Houses would
then have to fall too.
Cash in 2016 may not be so bad after all.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
A significant event last week was the government’s
MYEFO (mid-year economic fiscal outlook), which
surprised stock analysts by including onerous
proposals to slash funding for healthcare diagnostics,
and to a lesser extent, to reel in aged care subsidies.

BHP’s earnings impact (ex energy) is not as
significant as peers, but the broker suggests the
company must rebase its dividend by half, in order to
hold debt levels steady. However as this is already
priced in by the market, Credit Suisse upgrades the
stock.

The proposals were surprising given there is a
separate Medicare review still underway, which poses
further downside risk.
Hiding among the miners in this week’s rating
downgrades were a number of healthcare stocks
impacted by the changes.
The other highlight of last week was a decision by
management at troubled Slater & Gordon to “walk
away”, as analysts put it, from previous profit
guidance. Such a move does not instill any
confidence, and leads analysts to increase their risk
premiums and downgrade their forecasts and ratings.
Any good news? Well the biggest target price
increase of the week was reserved for an unwavering
Domino’s Pizza, which yet again blew away talk of
overvaluation by announcing another acquisition deal
and significantly lifting profit guidance.
In the good books
BHP Billiton BHP) Upgrade to Outperform from
Neutral by Credit Suisse B/H/S: 4/3/1
The fall in commodity prices has been so precipitous,
Credit Suisse suggests, that a supply-side response
must be imminent in the broker’s view. Bulks still
offer downside risk, but base metals are further
progressed towards supply-side adjustment. Alumina
and aluminium nevertheless remain challenged,
Credit Suisse believes.
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Domino’s Pizza Enterprises (DMP) Upgrade to
Neutral from Sell by UBS B/H/S: 2/4/0
The company has bought Joey’s Pizza in Germany
for $69 million. This is the number one pizza chain in
Germany by store count. The company has upgraded
earnings guidance to be 30% higher on fiscal 2015.
UBS believes the latest acquisition reflects an
excellent business and upgrades forecasts by 2.0%
and 8.0% for fiscal 2016 and fiscal 2017 respectively.
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The broker believes, in the context of its growth rate,
that the stock’s price/earnings ratio is defendable
and upgrades the business.
Independence Group NL (IGO) Upgrade to Buy
from Neutral by Citi and Upgrade to Outperform
from Neutral by Credit Suisse B/H/S: 6/1/0
Independence Group’s optimisation study for the
Nova project has delivered material improvements
and a 16% cost reduction through lower contractor
rates and lower energy costs, Citi notes. More ore will
now be mined at a faster pace and higher grade ore
will be processed earlier in the mine plan.
Citi has upgraded its production forecasts, and thus,
2017 earnings.
The fall in commodity prices has been so precipitous,
Credit Suisse suggests, that a supply-side response
must be imminent in the broker’s view. Bulks still
offer downside risk, but base metals are further
progressed towards supply-side adjustment. Alumina
and aluminium nevertheless remain challenged,
Credit Suisse believes.
The broker has significantly lowered nickel price
forecasts, but made little change to copper and gold.
Nova is ramping up faster than assumed and costs
are falling, and Independence’ debt is easily
manageable in Credit Suisse’ view.
JB Hi-Fi (JBH) Upgrade to Neutral from Sell by
Citi B/H/S: 1/7/0
Noting that a large proportion of Dick Smith’s (DSH)
excess inventory is private label, Citi does not expect
the troubled retailer’s discounting to have too much
of an impact on JB Hi-Fi revenues in the run-up to
Christmas.

The broker suspects claims trends will unwind and
margin pressures ease in coming months and the
steep falls in the stock post the trading update
present a buying opportunity.
In the not-so-good books
BC Iron Limited (BCI) Downgrade to
Underperform from Outperform by Macquarie
B/H/S: 0/2/1
BC Iron has announced the temporary closure of the
Nullagine joint venture (BCI 75%) because of
depressed iron ore prices. Exports will cease in
January. Macquarie suspects the closure will be
permanent.
The broker observes the company has done a good
job in cutting costs, but this has not been enough.
The company’s fortunes are now envisaged to be in
the hands of Mineral Resources (MIN), given current
weakness in prices could result in Iron Valley being at
risk of closure.
Caltex Australia (CTX) Downgrade to Neutral from
Buy by Citi B/H/S: 2/5/0
With Caltex’ 2015 refining profit guidance coming in
4% above consensus, Citi has lifted its earnings
forecasts accordingly.
However given the strong run-up in the share price,
the broker pulls back to Neutral.
The company’s focus on business optimisation
should lead to M&A (mergers and acquisitions) and
excess capital returns, Citi suggests. M&A can’t be
forecast and the broker warns special dividends may
not be as high as the market is currently anticipating.

While there will be no new iPhone to boost sales this
year, JB’s recent share price fall is sufficient to price
in sales growth fears in the broker’s view. Citi
therefore upgrades the business.
Suncorp Group Limited (SUN) Upgrade to
Overweight from Neutral by JP Morgan B/H/S:
2/5/1
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broker concedes, so for the moment it’s difficult to
see “the light at the end of the tunnel”.
Slater & Gordon (SGH) Downgrade to Sell from
Hold by Deutsche Bank B/H/S: 0/2/2
Deutsche Bank downgraded the stock after the
company abandoned fiscal 2016 earnings guidance.
This is coupled with pending regulatory risk in the UK
and a stretched balanced sheet.
The company has abandoned its fiscal 2016
guidance because of the underperformance of the UK
operations, warning that it now appears interim cash
flow will be materially worse than expected in the first
half and with a softer second half recovery.
Sonic Healthcare Limited (SHL) Downgrade to
Sell from Buy by Citi and Downgrade to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse
B/H/S: 4/2/2
October’s Medicare stats indicated a grim industry
outlook and now MYEFO has brought substantial cuts
to pathology and imaging benefits. US Medicare has
proposed changes to become effective in 2017 and
Citi also expects a fee cut in Germany, all of which
are negative for Sonic.
MYEFO has proposed changes to bulk-billing for
pathology and imaging which if enacted will have a
material impact on diagnostic providers, Credit Suisse
notes.
Capitol Health Limited (CAJ) Downgrade to
Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse B/H/S:
0/2/0

OZ Minerals Limited (OZL) Downgrade to
Underperform from Outperform by Macquarie
B/H/S: 5/2/1

Credit Suisse has analysed the impact of the MYEFO
(mid-year economic forecast outlook) proposals
regarding bulk billing, noting Capitol is largely a
bulk-bill provider. Reductions in MRI (magnetic
resonance imaging) subsidies lead the broker to
calculate a potential 35-45% hit to the company’s
revenue in fiscal 2017/18.

Contracting demand for most commodities and falling
cost curves have driven a material reduction to
Macquarie’s outlook for commodity prices,
particularly bulks and base metals.
OZ Minerals’ rating is downgraded given its
exposure to copper and the downgrade to the
broker’s medium-term outlook for that commodity.

The proposals have yet to get through the Senate,
but on the other hand, the Medicare review underway
is another issue entirely. It is difficult to now how the
market will respond in terms of demand for MRIs, the
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Earnings Forecast

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Professional Pick – Gold Road Resources
by Anna Kassianos
What is your professional pick?

What do you like about it?

Gold Resources is based in Western Australia (WA)
and began drilling its 100% owned Gruyere gold
deposit in 2013. The region is located 150km east of
Laverton in WA, within the northern tenements of the
Yamarna Belt, which it now wholly owns.

We like that management takes a low risk approach
to exploration; focused on progressing an enviable
portfolio of gold projects at various stages in the mine
development life cycle. Given the large number of
projects, de-risking is a key focus early on, with
staged drill testing and metallurgical test work, to
ensure time is not wasted on low quality, uneconomic
projects that don’t move the dial.

We’re most excited about exploration drilling in
Northern Yamarna, outside of Gruyere, in the
following areas:

How is it better than its competitors?
Wanderrie is most encouraging, with four
advanced targets identified. Management
expects to take at least one of these through
resource drillout;
Washburn is an earlier stage target, with high
grade coarse gold intersected in 87% of
Reverse Circulation (RC) drilling conducted to
date; and
Rickenbacker and Ibanez are even earlier
stage, with extensive strike identified, but their
progression destiny is contingent on assays
from infill aircore (AC) drilling results, before
moving onto RC drill targeting.
There are a host of other regional targets being
drilled, but way too many to name individually. We
are hopeful that 1-3 of these could pay off in the short
to medium term.
How long have you held the stock?
We initiated our position Gold Road Resources in
March 2014 following promising metallurgical test
results and high-grade depth extensions at the 100%
owned Gruyere gold deposit. In January and May
2015, we topped up in in anticipation of Gruyere
Resource growing from 3.8Moz (million ounces) to
5.6Moz.
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Gruyere is a world class project; we’re expecting
forecasted production to grow strongly over the mine
life. The production profile is expected to be
enhanced with depth drilling targeting a potential
underground operation, or other emerging regional
prospects (both based on recent promising drilling
intersections) along the highly under explored
Yamarna belt.
It stands out from the pack with our expectation for up
to $250 million free cashflow to be generated for the
first two full years of production commencing FY19.
Its ASX listed mining exploration peers fail to
compete on these metrics of commerciality.
Globally, it’s one of the few large-scale exploration
and development projects that has successfully
raised funding in such a tough natural resources
environment.
What do you like about its management?
Gold Road management are very good at prioritising
exploration targets, and progressing projects through
the development pipeline. Management’s focus on
sustainable growth has been achieved by raising
funds well in advance of requirements. Their ability to
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raise funds can be largely attributed to their unique
high quality gold project.
What is your target price on GOR?
Our target price is +$1/share, post Gruyere project
development funding, which assumes zero
involvement from their Southern Yamarna joint
venture partner, Sumitomo. Sumitomo have signalled
interest in the wider Yamarna complex, but would
need to substantially chip-in upfront to get involved.
Our valuation also has the opportunity to be
refreshed, with further resource additions either from
Gruyere or other emerging regional prospects. Once
first gold has been poured, and expansion
opportunities progressed, considerable upside is
expected.
This scenario may never eventuate as there’s high
likelihood a larger gold producer peer may come
forward with a takeover offer and stop Gold Road’s
development aspirations in its tracks.

Source: Yahoo! Finance, 21 December 2015
Anna Kassianos is Senior Materials and Energy
Analyst with Platypus Asset Management
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

At what point would you sell it?
In the event of a big downgrade, or reduced quality of
the Gruyere resource base, and consequential
escalation in the extremely competitive operating cost
base. We see downgrade risk as a low probability,
given robustness of ore body continuity, and thorough
ongoing preliminary feasibility study (PFS) work.
Furthermore, the first two years that the ore is to be
mined are essentially drilled out to a grade control
confidence level, which is a rarity amongst GOR’s
peers. A further sell event trigger is if the regional
exploration program doesn’t produce a further
discovery within the 100% owned Northern Yamarna
tenements.
How much has it added to your overall portfolio
over the last 12 months?
We added 41 basis points performance over past 12
months.
Is it a liquid stock?
Liquidity in the stock is OK, with an average of 2.9
million shares traded per week over the past 12
months.
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Super Stock Selectors
by Christine St Anne
A number of health stock confront challenges given
recent proposed government reforms.
As highlighted earlier in – Buy, Sell, Hold – what the
brokers say, the government plans to make changes
to the bulk billing of diagnostic imaging services as
part of the MYEFO announcement.
Given these changes, Elio D’Amato from Lincoln
Indicators does not like Capitol Health (CAJ).
“While CAJ may look to be trading at a substantial
discount, the company continues to operate in a
tough environment with government policy changes
creating uncertainty,” D’Amato says.

The personal GPS (global positioning system) fitness
firm signed off on another contract with the Australian
Football League (AFL).
“This will push revenue to new heights and will see
CAT looking to its new goal of personal units as its
next big deal,” Lucas says.
Lucas has been negative on Slater and Gordon
(SGH) all through 2015 and sees further challenges
for the embattled business.
“The next issue I see is an emergency equity raising
that will be at a substantial discount to current price.
The stock remains a trap for investors and a favourite
of short-seller,” Lucas says.

“While we believe there is a case for potential
long-term investment, current events have created
volatility in the industry.”
“We believe there are better exposures to be had in
other parts of the healthcare sector,” he says.
D’Amato likes Domino’s Pizza Enterprises (DMP)
following the company’s acquisition of the German
retailer and franchise business, Joey’s Pizza.
DMP will also be entering into a joint venture (JV)
agreement with the UK-listed Domino’s Pizza Group
PLC. The transition will see the existing network of
212 stores and the addition of 10-15 stores from the
UK-listed Domino’s come under the JV umbrella.
“If Domino’s can continue the success of the Joey’s
brand and then transition this over to the existing
struggling Domino’s brand in Germany, then they
should be well-placed to meet their European
objectives,” D’Amato says.
Evan Lucas from IG Markets likes the Catapult group
(CAT).
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Our Super Stock Selectors is a survey of prominent
analysts, brokers and fund managers. Each week we
ask them to name a stock they like, and one they
don’t like. We purposely ask for ‘likes’ and
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‘dislikes’ instead of recommendations, so it provides
an idea of what the market is looking at, rather than
firm buys or sells.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Don't miss this!
In this Super Session we give you our outlook for 2016 and wrap up the year that was.
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